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Abstract Buckling load estimation of continua mod-

eled by finite element (FE) should be based on non-

linear equilibrium. When such equilibrium is obtained

by incremental solutions and when sensitivity analysis
as well as iterative redesigns are included, the computa-

tional demands are large especially due to optimization.

Therefore, examples presented in the literature relate to
few design variables and/or few degrees of freedom.

In the present paper a non-incremental analysis is

suggested, and a simple sensitivity analysis as well as

recursive redesign is proposed. The implicit geometrical

non-linear analysis, based on Green-Lagrange strains,
apply the secant stiffness matrix as well as the tan-

gent stiffness matrix, both determined for the equilib-

rium corresponding to a given reference load, obtained
by the Newton-Raphson method. For the formulated

eigenvalue problem, which solution gives the estimated

buckling load, the tangent stiffness matrix is of major
importance. In contrast to formulations based on in-

cremental solutions, the tangent stiffness matrix is here

divided into two matrices, the stress stiffness matrix

that is linear depending on stresses and the remaining
part of the tangent stiffness matrix. Examples verify

the effectiveness of the proposed procedure.
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1 Introduction

Estimate of buckling load is the background for redesign
towards improved buckling load of a finite element (FE)

model of a loaded continuum. To the non-linear anal-

ysis problem is added iterative redesign, resulting in a

challenging problem which contains several iterations:
iteration for non-linear equilibrium of a static problem,

iteration for solution of an eigenvalue problem and it-

eration for improved redesign.

The present paper is a follow up of Pedersen and

Pedersen (2018) on 3D continuum design with focus

on sensitivity analysis. Here the focus is on alternative

formulations of the involved eigenvalue problem, on im-
portance of magnitude of reference load, on dependence

of imperfections such as eccentricity and the influence of

optimized design to control these dependence’s. The in-
cluded references concentrate on these aspects without

repeating the references given in Pedersen and Pedersen

(2018).

Large computational demands may be reduced by
simplicity in formulation. For the static equilibrium this

is obtained by assuming linear elastic material, such

that implicit convergence using Green-Lagrange strains
in a total Lagrangian formulation of the static problem

is effective. The application of analytical expressions

for secant stiffness matrices as well as for tangent stiff-

ness matrices makes detailed design and analysis model-
ing possible. The applied analytical sensitivity analysis

makes an optimality criterion possible. Up to 100000

elements and design variables for a problem has been
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treated, with possibility for design interaction to ob-

tain a better understanding of the actual analysis and
design problem.

Section 2 presents and discuss three alternative for-

mulations for the eigenvalue problem that by solution
estimate the buckling load and buckling mode. Thus

an optimal redesign is based on an estimate and not on

the completely determined instability load. Section 3 in-
cludes two examples of uniform (non-optimized) designs

for which estimated buckling loads as a function of ref-

erence load are determined. Section 4 presents the ap-

plied geometrical non-linear analysis based on Newton-
Raphson iteration using the secant stiffness matrices,

i.e., implicit iterations to full convergence. Section 5

describes the procedures for optimized redesign, i.e.,
sensitivity analysis, optimality criterion and recursive

redesign. Examples of optimization histories and opti-

mized designs follow in Section 6.

2 Formulations for buckling load estimation

In order to clarify the suggested formulation in Section
2.3 for buckling load estimation, two alternative for-

mulations are here shortly described. This involves a

clarification of the involved stiffness matrices.

2.1 The simple linear buckling analysis

In linear buckling estimation as described in Cook et al

(2002), the eigenvalue problem that constitutes the back-
ground for estimating critical buckling load, is

([S0] + λ[Sσ])){∆} = {0} (1)

where [S0] is the initial global stiffness matrix and [Sσ]

is the stress stiffness matrix that is part of the tangent

stiffness matrix, both obtained based on linear elastic-
ity. The buckling mode {∆} is corresponding to the

eigenvalue λ. The matrix [Sσ] is obtained by a reference

load vector {Ā} and a factor on {Ā} implies the same

factor on [Sσ]. The estimated critical buckling load vec-
tor {A}C is

{A}C = λ1{Ā} (2)

where λ1 is the lowest eigenvalue for the eigenvalue

problem (1). Comments to this formulation are:

– From the assumption of linearity between {Ā} and
[Sσ] follows directly, that the critical buckling load

vector {A}C is independent of the norm of {Ā}.

However, in most cases this is not the reality.

– The relations between the individual stress compo-

nents in an element of a finite element model are
unchanged for simple linear buckling analysis. How-

ever, with geometrical non-linear displacement anal-

ysis this is not the case, even assuming material lin-
ear elasticity.

– What is the physical reality behind a linear combi-

nation of an initial global stiffness matrix and part
of a tangent stiffness matrix? With no good answer

to this, the sensitivity analysis based on (1) is ques-

tionable from a physical point of view.

From these comments it is decided to concentrate

on estimates based on non-linear equilibrium for a given
load vector {Ā}.

2.2 Incremental non-linear equilibrium before buckling

estimate

In Brendel and Ramm (1982) and in Bathe and Dvorkin

(1983) incremental non-linear solution of a FE contin-

uum is described in details and based on the obtained

equilibrium for geometrical as well as material non-
linearity. A linear eigenvalue problem is formulated

([St] + λ[∆St])){∆} = {0} (3)

where [St] is the final tangent stiffness matrix, [∆St]

is the recent incremental tangent stiffness matrix and
λ, {∆} is an eigenvalue pair as in Section 2.1. Comments

to this formulation are:

– The recent increment in the tangent stiffness matrix

[∆St] also include the part not linear dependent on

the stresses.
– Computational demands with incremental solutions

are large, and will further increase when sensitivity

analysis and optimal design are included.
– Examples with larger FE models of continua and

benchmark tests have not been found in the litera-

ture by the authors.

2.3 Buckling estimate by separation of the tangent

stiffness matrix

For buckling estimate the approach applied in the present
paper is based on the full tangent stiffness matrix [S̄t]

that is separated in a gamma stiffness matrix [S̄γ ] and

a stress stiffness matrix [S̄σ].

[S̄t] = [S̄γ ] + [S̄σ] (4)
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as described in Section 5.1.2 of Crisfield (1991), using

the nomenclature [Kt] = [Kt1] + [Ktσ]. The chosen in-
dex γ here, refer to the dependence on the displace-

ment gradients. With zero gradients and zero stresses

[S̄γ(γ = σ = 0)] = [S0] = [St0]. All the element matri-
ces applied in the present paper are based on Green-

Lagrange strain, they are derived and listed as analyt-

ical expressions in Pedersen (2005).

The eigenvalue problem for non-linear buckling anal-

ysis is interpreted as an extrapolation along the tangent
stiffness matrix

([S̄γ ] + λ[S̄σ]){∆} = {0} (5)

The matrices depend on a reference load {Ā} and there-
fore the stiffness matrices are with a bar notation and

must be determined by iteration, here using the secant

stiffness matrix. Comments to the suggested new eigen-
value formulation are:

– As seen from the analytical expressions, the coeffi-
cient matrix [S̄σ] to the eigenvalue λ depends lin-

ear on stresses as evaluated from equilibrium cor-

responding to the load distribution {Ā}. Note, that
even for the 3D tetrahedron element the matrix [S̄σ]

is simple, as listed in Pedersen and Pedersen (2018).

– Only geometrical non-linearity is in the present pa-

per included, and the stiffness matrices are based on
Green-Lagrange strains in a total Lagrangian formu-

lation.

– Material non-linearity may be addressed by extend-
ing the iterative implicit formulation with load in-

crementation. This will involve a more extended no-

tation as in Brendel and Ramm (1982) and in Bathe
and Dvorkin (1983).

– During Newton-Raphson iterations the residuals are

obtained based on the non-symmetric element se-

cant stiffness matrices {R} =
∑

e ([Ss]e{D}e)−{Ā}
and an error norm of 10−12 is often obtained in less

than 10 iterations, assuming that the tangent ma-

trix [St] is not close to being singular.

Before applying this eigenvalue formulation to opti-

mal design, it is applied to two examples with uniform
design. Primarily to show resulting agreement between

classical beam buckling and a 2D finite element. For

the first example of a cantilever problem, we show also

the influence from eccentric load application and more
generally the obtained buckling load as a function of

reference load. The second example is a 2D model of

the frame problem, known as the Roorda-Koiter frame.

3 Buckling load as a function of reference load

The first comment to the simple linear buckling analy-
sis by the eigenvalue problem (1) was that the critical

buckling load vector {A}C is independent of the norm

of the reference load {Ā}. Therefore results based on

the eigenvalue problem (5) are determined for a range
of norms for the reference load, to show the influence.

3.1 A uniform cantilever column with centered and

eccentric load

A 1D cantilever column model of length L = 10m,
cross-sectional height for in plane bending h = 1m and

uniform thickness b = 0.005m (only in plane buckling).

Modulus of elasticity E = 2 ·1011Pa is assumed and the
analytical formula for critical column force is

PC =
π2

4

EI

L2
≃ 2.056 · 106N (6)

to be compared with a finite element solution for a uni-
form 2D model containing 16384 triangular elements.

The results are presented in Figure 1 for two different

cases of a 2D plane model (plane stress and ν = 0). The
agreement with the analytical result is fine for smaller

reference loads (the slenderness ratio of the column is

about 60).
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Reference load in 106N

Buckling load in 106N

Eccentric load
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Fig. 1 For a uniform cantilever column with two differ-
ent load positions, the buckling load as a function of refer-
ence load. The geometrical non-linear displacement analysis
is based on Green-Lagrange strains.

For centered load the full curve in Figure 1 shows

almost constant buckling results and total agreement
with the analytical 1D beam results in (6). For this case

it was even possible to pass the singularity at 2.05 and

obtain an eigenvalue λ1 < 1. The results for optimized
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Fig. 2 Simply supported frame model with dimensions at the finite element model to the right. Four different cases of load
positions are analyzed, corresponding to ǫ = −0.04,−0.02, 0,+0.02.

design of the cantilever column with centered load are

presented in Section 6.1.

For eccentric load the hash-dot curve in Figure 1

shows increasing buckling load for increasing reference

load. This means that this problem, based on linear
elasticity for large displacements, is more like ”The Elas-

tica” than a buckling problem. As the formulation of

the present paper does not include non-linear material

behavior, the problem with eccentric load for this case
is not optimized. For the case in Figure 1 with uni-

form density in the cantilever, an eccentric load will

from the load initiation create a bending from the can-
tilever top in addition to pure compression. Analytical

this problem therefore needs more extensive analytical

beam-column analysis, than the well known result (6).
The results in Figure 1 that are obtained as eigenvalues

are confirmed by obtained geometrically non-linear so-

lutions for increased external load cases. The eccentric

load case gave elastic equilibrium also for loads higher
than (6). The centered column load added a small trans-

verse load at the tip (not to get pure compression solu-

tion) results in singular (no convergence) tangent stiff-
ness matrix, close to (6), all in agreement with Figure

1.

3.2 A uniform frame with different eccentric loads

A frame model is later subjected to design for maximum

buckling load. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the model,

known as the Roorda-Koiter frame when modeled with

two uniform beam-columns, see Roorda (1965). Here it
is for analysis modeled in FE by a number (6400) of 2D

plane triangular elements. Note, that the 1D model is

analytically proved unstable for negative imperfection

(left eccentric load), but stable for positive imperfection

(right eccentric load)

A 2D uniform FE model to be designed in Section

6.2 is here primarily analyzed based on the eigenvalue

problem (5) for later discussion of the more general dis-
cussion between Figure 3 and the results in Figure 6.

In Figure 3 we note frame buckling for left eccentric

load and a stabilized frame for right eccentric load in

agreement with the 1D theoretical result.

 3.5

 4

 4.5

 5

 5.5
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 0  1  2  3  4  5
Reference load in 106N

Buckling load in 106N

Negative eccentric ǫ = −0.04 load

Negative eccentric ǫ = −0.02 load

Central load

Positive eccentric ǫ = 0.02 load

Fig. 3 For a uniform frame with four different load positions,
the buckling load as a function of reference loads, based on
geometrical non-linear displacement analysis.

For left eccentric load the dotted and the dashed
curve in Figure 3 shows decreasing buckling load for

increasing reference load until stooped at the singular-

ity of the total tangent stiffness matrix. This behavior

is due to a horizontal beam-column in increasing com-
pression, as can be evaluated from the 1D analytical

frame. For the centered load the full curve in Figure

3 shows rather constant buckling load until singular-
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ity of the total tangent stiffness matrix. In agreement

with the 1D analytical frame increasing left eccentricity
decrease the buckling load.

For right eccentric load the dash-dot curve in Fig-
ure 3 shows still increasing buckling load for increasing

reference load. This behavior is due to the horizontal

beam BC in increasing tension that stabilizes the frame,
as can be evaluated from the 1D analytical frame. This

case is not subjected to optimization as only geometri-

cal non-linearity is included in the presented formula-
tion.

4 Geometrical non-linear analysis

Before results of optimization are presented, geometri-
cal non-linear analysis, sensitivity analysis and the op-

timization procedure are described. The first part of

necessary analysis for a given design, i.e., after each re-

design, is to determine the geometrical non-linear elas-
tic equilibrium as described by

[Ss]{D} = {Ā} (7)

with

[Ss] =
∑

e

[Ss]e where [Ss]e depends on {D}e (8)

that is part of {D}

and where {Ā} is a given reference load vector and the
non-symmetric secant stiffness matrix [Ss] is a func-

tion of the displacement vector {D}. Therefore, both

matrix [Ss] and vector {D} depend implicitly on the

chosen reference load vector {Ā} and are determined
by iteration.

Analytical expressions for [Ss] as depending on {D}
are presented in Pedersen (2005) for the applied 2D tri-

angular element. The use of the secant stiffness matrix

[Ss] is seldom commented, even in books on FE, al-
though the matrix non-symmetry is no problems since

the resulting system matrix do not need to be accumu-

lated. Discussions on the secant stiffness matrix is pre-
sented in Onate (1995) and Onate and Matias (1996).

Application of the secant stiffness matrix in sensitivity

analysis is recently presented by Wang et al (2015).

For an iterative solution procedure the Newton-Raphson

approach is applied and a system residual {R} is defined
from

{R} = [Ss]{D} − {Ā} =
∑

e

([Ss]e{D}e)− {Ā} (9)

and then iteratively update the estimate {D} by {∆D}

found from

{R}+ {∆R} = {0} ⇒ {∆R} = −{R} = [St]{∆D}
(10)

where the tangent stiffness matrix [St] also depends on

{D}.

After iterative convergence the equilibrium is satis-

fied, indicating this by a bar on all involved quantities

[S̄s]{D̄} = {Ā} (11)

The solutions {D̄} and [S̄s] are obtained by these Newton-

Raphson iterations, where also the symmetric tangent

stiffness matrix [S̄t] is obtained at convergence to (11).
The tangent stiffness matrix at non-linear equilibrium

is separated in two matrices, both symmetric

[S̄t] = [S̄γ ] + [S̄σ] (12)

5 Optimality criterion for optimal redesign

The optimality criterion for optimal redesign is closely

related to design sensitivities, which are primarily de-

rived.

5.1 Sensitivity analysis for load factor

The eigenvalue problem (5) is solved by subspace iter-

ation. The sensitivity analysis is derived assuming the

matrices [S̄γ ] and [S̄σ] are constant from the reference
load to the estimated buckling load. From obtained

monotonous design convergence it is argued that this

assumption is meaningful.

Equation (5) is pre multiplied by the transposed

buckling eigenmode {∆}T to give

Uγ + λUσ = 0 with the defined energies

Uγ := {∆}T [S̄γ ]{∆} and

Uσ := {∆}T [S̄σ]{∆} (13)

and the Rayleigh quotient

λ = −
Uγ

Uσ

(14)

Note for the energies in (13), that the stiffness matri-

ces are based on the solution {D̄} from (7) while the

displacement vector {∆} is the eigenmode.
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The sensitivity of the buckling eigenvalue with re-

spect to the density ρe of the local element e is

∂λ

∂ρe
= −

∂
Ûγ

Uσ

∂ρe
−

∂
Uγ

Uσ

∂∆

∂∆

∂ρe
= −

∂
Ûγ

Uσ

∂ρe
(15)

simplified by the stationarity of the Rayleigh quotient
with respect to change of the eigenmode and applying

a hat notation for gradients with unchanged eigenmode

as in Pedersen and Pedersen (2015).

The stationarity of λ as a function of buckling mode
is not an assumption of independence but only related

to the first order partial derivative. In the linear ex-

trapolation from the non-linear static equilibrium, the
tangent matrices [S̄γ ] and [S̄σ] are fixed and obtained by

the current determined displacement vector {D̄} from

[S̄s]{D̄} = {Ā}, but {D̄} is not explicitly involved in

the sensitivity analysis. This is the background for the
simple results obtained with the energy eigenvalue for-

mulation where the buckling mode {∆} and not the

displacement vector {D̄} is involved. Every new re-
design is initiated with a non-linear static analysis, iter-

atively determining [S̄s] and [S̄t]. From the examples it

is seen that almost monotonous convergence is obtained
with about 20 redesign changes. Influence from multiple

buckling modes that have equal or nearby eigenvalues

is taken care of in later redesigns without extended sen-

sitivity analysis for non-single eigenmodes. Also mode
switching is seen in the examples.

Further differentiation of the Rayleigh quotient gives

∂λ

∂ρe
= −

∂Ûγ

∂ρe

1

Uσ

+
∂Ûσ

∂ρe

Uγ

U2
σ

= −
1

Uσ

(
∂Ûγ

∂ρe
+ λ

∂Ûσ

∂ρe

)

(16)

where the energies are accumulated from element ener-

gies

Uγ =
∑

e

(Uγ)e and Uσ =
∑

e

(Uσ)e (17)

The stiffness matrices are assumed to depend ex-
plicitly only on the local element density ρe and if this

dependence is assumed to be linear proportionality we

find

∂λ

∂ρe
=−

1

Uσ

(
∂(Ûγ)e
∂ρe

+ λ
∂(Ûσ)e
∂ρe

)
(18)

=−
1

Uσρe
((Uγ)e + λ(Uσ)e) =

(Uσ)e
Uσ

1

ρe
(λe − λ)

For other dependence than linear proportionality, see

Pedersen and Pedersen (2015) and the application to
the 3D buckling design in Pedersen and Pedersen (2018).

The simple result (18) is also valid for other finite ele-

ment models, such as axisymmetric ring elements and
3D tetrahedron elements.

The objective of maximizing the buckling load λ1{Ā},

i.e., maximizing λ1 subject to a constant unchanged to-
tal mass/volume is

Maximize λ1 for g =
∑

e

ρeVe − V = 0 (19)

and the necessary optimization criterion with a con-

stant Λ is

∂λ

∂ρe
=Λ

∂g

∂ρe
= ΛVe ⇒

(Uσ)e
Uσ

1

ρeVe

(λe − λ) = Λe = Λ (20)

where Uσ may be normalized to 1 by normalizing the

buckling mode {∆}. The modification by non-linear in-
terpolation is described in Pedersen and Pedersen (2018).

5.2 Numerical design procedure for density variables

Assume that the value of the optimality criterion for

element e is termed Λe. Then in cases with negative as

well as positive ratios 0 > (Λe)min ≤ Λe ≤ (Λe)max >
0, which is the case for the buckling optimization, the

following heuristic procedure has been applied

For positive gradients (
Uσ)e
Uσ

(λe − λ) > 0)

(ρe)new = (ρe)current(1 + 4.0Λe/Λmax)
qF

For negative gradients (
Uσ)e
Uσ

(λe − λ) < 0)

(ρe)new = (ρe)current(1− 0.8Λe/Λmin)
qF (21)

where the values of Λmin < 0, Λmax > 0 are deter-
mined during the evaluation of the gradients. Specific

used values in (21) are 4.0, 0.8, and q = 0.5 or q = 0.25,

chosen from experience, acting as a kind of move-limits

that influence the number of recursive redesigns (num-
ber of eigenvalue analysis). For the procedure (21) the

size limits of the non-dimensional density variables

0 < ρmin ≤ ρe ≤ ρmax ≤ 1 (22)

are satisfied iteratively in the ”inner” iteration loop

without further analysis and sensitivity analysis. The
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Fig. 4 Results of optimized redesigns with relaxation power
q = 0.5 in the procedure (21) and 50% material. The model
has 16384 elements (16384 design variables). The second
buckling load is well above the first one and therefore not
shown.

factor F thereby satisfy both the size limits (22) and
the specified total amount of material/volume V by∑

e ρeVe = V . In Pedersen and Pedersen (2012) Sec-

tion 5 on ”Redesign towards strength uniformity” de-

scribe details for the ”inner” iteration, including stop
criterion.

The background for the heuristic algorithm (21) is:

– The optimality element criterion (20) is a necessary

condition for the elements where size limits (22) are
not active. The optimization problem (19) for these

elements is then changed to locate a density distri-

bution that imply constant Λe as defined in (20).
– The algorithm (21) always improve density for pos-

itive gradients and always decrease density for neg-

ative gradients. The influence of the factor F is by a

general scaling, always to redesign with unchanged
given volume/material. This is obtained by a sim-

ple ”inner” iteration loop (Pedersen and Pedersen

(2012)). During this iteration the active size limits
are located and respected. Althought it is not math-

ematical proven, we have without problems applied

the approach (21) for several rather different prob-
lems reported in published papers.

– With respect to the chosen factors in (21), the expo-

nential relaxation factor q is chosen to restrict den-

sity changes, with q = 0.5 as a reasonable choice.
The other factors 4.0 and 0.8 make it possible to

get local density factors for increase from 1 to 5q

and for decrease from 1 to 0.2q.

6 Optimization histories and results for

examples

For the cantilever problem with centered load the den-
sity distribution of the FE model is now optimized and

the design converges in 20 iterations. For the FE model

of a frame with three different load cases are treated;

two with initial destabilizing eccentricity and with cen-
tered column load. The three optimized density distri-

butions are different and in all three cases rather uni-

form values of optimality criterion are obtained after 30
improved design for both eccentric and centered load

cases. The redesign histories show monotonously in-

creasing buckling load, but convergence first after about
80 iterations, with switching buckling modes.

6.1 Optimized results for a symmetric loaded
cantilever

The cantilever column case is optimized through 20 re-
designs, based on 50% material (ρmean = 0.5) and re-

laxation power q = 0.5 in the redesign approach (21).

The obtained monotonous convergence is shown in Fig-
ure 4 for this case where the second eigenvalue λ2 is

much larger than the first eigenvalue λ1 (from which

the buckling load follows).

Figure 5 shows the resulting design after 20 redesigns

together with the distributions of local optimality cri-

terion values, to the left for the initially uniform design
and to the right for the optimized design. The resulting

design has as expected a highly improved bending stiff-

ness closer to the fixed support with the limit density

size ρ = 1 and less material at the free end and in the
middle of the cantilever beam. The initial distribution

of optimality criterion values is non uniform, indicating

that optimization is possible, and to some extent this
distribution reflects the optimized design by showing

where to add material and where to remove material.

The final distribution of optimality criterion values is
almost constant where the density size limits are not

reached, indicating that the optimality criterion is ful-

filled. The optimality criterion values are positive when

the upper limit is reached at ρe = 1.

6.2 Optimized and stabilized results for a frame

Figure 2 shows the model for the Roorda-Koiter in-

spired frame, see Roorda (1965). Non-uniform values of

optimality criterion indicate that improved load factor
before buckling may be obtained by redesign of density

distribution. As the difference between optimality cri-

terion and the sensitivity ∂λ
∂ρe

is only the factor (Ve)
−3,
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m−3m−3

Fig. 5 In the middle the resulting design after 20 redesigns together with the distributions of local optimality criterion values
in m−3, to the left for the initially uniform design and to the right for the optimized design. In the design illustration the
magenta domains has reached the maximum size of ρ = 1 and still has positive sensitivities as shown to the right. Minimum
size of ρ = 0.1 are illustrated by red at the top and result in negative sensitivities.

then the distributions shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9 also

give a picture of the sensitivities when the element ref-

erence volumes are the same.
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Redesign

Buckling loads in 106N

Centered load ǫ = 0
Eccentric load ǫ = −0.02
Left most eccentric ǫ = −0.04

Fig. 6 Design history by eigenvalues evolution with λ1 being
the objective. Three different load positions. Reference load
3.5 · 106N.

Figure 6 shows monotonously improved buckling load

through 30 redesigns for a problem with lower size limit

(ρe)min equal to 0.1, i.e., in reality a kind of optimal

stiffening of an initial uniform design. Note, that all
three load positions are stabilized, just as for right ec-

centric load. For each of the three position cases, it is

below shown how the redesigns are able to change com-

pressive reaction in the horizontal part BC to tensile

stabilizing reaction force. This is shown in Figures 7, 8

and 9.

Figure 7 shows results for the first case of frame op-

timization, i.e., the case of left eccentric load at ǫ =
−0.04. The initial uniform design is shown yellow (top

left), corresponding to a uniform design of density ρ =

0.2. External loads are red while reactions at the two
simple supports are black. Note compressive reaction

at C (in Figure 2), corresponding to norm of the refer-

ence load equal to 3.5 · 106N which by the dotted curve
in Figure 3 gives buckling load close to 3.7 · 106N. For

the uniform design the displaced equilibrium is shown

in true scale with the color distribution (top right) pre-

senting the distribution of criterion values and being
non-uniform this illustrate the possibility for further in-

crease of buckling load by redesign (here no size limits

active). After 30 redesigns following the dotted curve in
Figure 6 the resulting density distribution is shown in

Figure 7 (bottom left) with corresponding changed dis-

tribution of criterion values in Figure 7 (bottom right).
The changed reactions after final redesign now include

a tensile force from the reaction. The optimized de-

sign has therefore in addition to changed stiffness dis-

tribution, also changed the influence of eccentricity. The
distribution of optimality criterion values after final re-

design is approaching uniform, indicating that the op-

timality criterion is closer to being fulfilled, except for
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m−3

m−3

Fig. 7 For the case of larger eccentric load with ǫ = −0.04, the initial uniform design and optimized design after 30 redesigns.
Left the density distributions and right the corresponding values of optimality criterion (Λe = ∂λ

∂ρe

1

Ve
). Upper row for initial

design and lower row for the optimized design. The displacements from the non-linear analysis with load 3.5 · 106N are not
scaled.

domains with active size constraints (ρe)max = 1 and

(ρe)min = 0.1.

Figure 8 shows results for the second case of opti-

mized frame design, i.e., the case of less eccentric load

(ǫ = −0.02), here omitting results for the uniform de-
sign as in Figure 7. Comparing the optimized results of

Figure 8 and of Figure 7 we conclude that there is no

big difference.

Figure 9 shows results for the third case of optimized
frame design, i.e., the case of centered load (ǫ = 0), here

also omitting results for the uniform design as in Fig-

ure 7. Comparing the optimized results of Figure 9 and

of Figure 7 we note less bending and more symmetric

design for the vertical column AB.

For the three optimized design, no final convergence
as shown in Figure 6 are obtained in 30 redesigns, and

for all the cases the redesigns has changed the desta-

bilization by compressive force in the horizontal beam-
columnBC towards stabilization by tensile normal force.

For the case of initially lowest buckling load in Fig-

ure 7 the number of redesigns are therefore increased

above 30 and the design history in Figure 10 is ob-
tained. In this figure also the second order eigenvalue

for buckling load is included, and mode switching is

noted after 42 redesigns. Convergence to a double buck-
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m−3

Fig. 8 For the case of less eccentric load (ǫ = −0.02), the optimized design after 30 redesigns. Left the density distributions
and right the corresponding values of optimality criterion (Λe = ∂λ

∂ρe

1

Ve
). Resulting displacements from the non-linear analysis

from load 3.5 · 106N are not scaled.

m−3

Fig. 9 For the case of centered load, the optimized design after 30 redesigns. Left the density distributions and right the
corresponding values of optimality criterion (Λe = ∂λ

∂ρe

1

Ve
). Resulting displacements from the non-linear analysis from load

3.5 · 106N are not
scaled.

ling mode seems to be the result, and the buckling load

is more than twice the initial value. It is again noted
that the optimization procedure as in Pedersen and

Pedersen (2018) is able to improve the design rather

monotonously also with mode switching and multiple
eigenvalues, without more extended sensitivity analy-

sis.

7 Conclusions

Buckling optimization for a continuum finite element

model is a challenging problem, for which many aspects
are discussed in the present paper.

– Estimation of buckling load and buckling mode may

be obtained by an eigenvalue problem. Alternative
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formulations of such eigenvalue problems are dis-

cussed, and a suggested version is described and ap-
plied for 2D problems.

– A state of equilibrium corresponding to a given ref-

erence load needs in general to be determined non-
linearly, and then the involved eigenvalue matri-

ces are determined from the obtained displacement

field. The estimated buckling load depends on the
magnitude of the reference load, and from a study

of this dependence valuable information about the

behavior of the non-linear problem are gained. In

the present paper only linear material behavior is
included and Green-Lagrange strains are used for

the geometrical non-linearity.

– For each redesign the non-linear equilibrium are in
the present paper obtained by Newton-Raphson it-

erations without load incrimination’s, using current

element secant stiffness matrices and current sys-
tem tangent stiffness matrix. With this approach

the computational demands are acceptable. How-

ever, adding material non-linearity an incremental

approach must be incorporated.
– Simplicity of optimal redesign is obtained by de-

termined analytical sensitivities and from use of an

optimality criterion. This is obtained by separating
the tangent stiffness matrix into the stress stiffness

matrix and the remaining part of the tangent stiff-

ness matrix, here named the displacement gradient
(γ) matrix.

– The obtained monotonously convergence for differ-

ent problems shows that linear extrapolation from

reference load to buckling load is meaningful, and
the sensitivity analysis is robust with respect to

switching and multiplicity of buckling modes with-

out the need for a more extended formulation.
– From design for problems with eccentric loads it is

found that redesign may change the actual load case

from destabilization to stabilization, which is an-
other aspects than the direct stiffness optimization.

– With possible interactive redesign it is possible to

update the reference load, although not done in the

present examples.
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